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Mike MacKay 
Coaching People who Play Basketball 

https://youtu.be/ynL0nqBiUVI 


Diversified thinking = can’t just have people who all think the same on your staff.


Who + Why = What + How


Who are we coaching - age, gender, level


Why are they playing, why are you coaching, what is the purpose if your program?


Mike’s purpose = Develop future leaders by teaching life lessons through sport. Mike uses this to 
get through ‘the storm.’ 


Transformational: inspire - believing in them, how do you use with them. This includes playing 
time - have to find ways to show you believe in them.


Role model - show it don’t say it


Challenge - to think not just on the physical. Be comfortable with the pause when you ask a 
question!


Treat as an individual. Not as a position (guard vs forward, big vs small), starter / sub, rookier/ 
senior


What does your learning environment look like?


How do develop leadership? Through you, captains etc?


Learning: 

Let them wobble

Safe learning environment


Do things get transferred and retained


Video of a baby walking! That is great coaching because it let the baby wobble. No feedback. 


Repetition without repetition. Not learning a perfect movement pattern that can be reproduced in 
the game (e.g. perfect shot form same for everyone). 


All movement has variability


Block vs random, constant vs variable, mass vs distributed


Teach the game through the decisions or challenges the game presents


PVAD - the science behind it.


Positioning - detect what is going on


Vision - what are the cues they need to see, this determines options


Anticipation - Based on vision. 


https://youtu.be/ynL0nqBiUVI
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Decision - what are options? E.g. keep it, pass it, pivot. Things can limit or attract choices/ 
decisions:


• Skill level (e.g. can’t dribble with left hand)

• Experience or habit (e.g. every time players catch they dribble)

• Physical (fitness, strength etc)

• Social/ emotional (self-identity, character, resiliency etc)

• Mental (connections, composure)

• Coaching (influence of coaching) 

• Cultural (what is expected, accepted)


“Creativity can be conceived of as the discovery and emergence, through exploratory behaviours, 
of unconventional affordances.” - Chris Button Dynamics of Skill Acquisition 


Example of Kenny Sailors who invented the jump shot. Came as a constraint. Was small (5ft 10) 
and played against brothers: could only get shot off by jumping. Earl Monroe from Philadelphia 
who invented spin dribble to get round defenders. Steph Curry deep threes = solving problem 


Explore, Exploit, Execute 

Explore - present the drill or activate as a challenge or problem we need to solve. Let them 
wobble, build on prior knowledge, little to no feedback.


Exploit - share solutions. Analyse, rank. Add in missing information “break it down” to work on 
skills needed to solve the problem. 


Execute - track and monitor solution to the problem when we compete. Could be in game or next 
SSG.





 

Exploit - add information in which is missing. What went well, what is causing problems? Add new 

information, load or de-load. This could mean loading in verbals as with below.
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Golden snitch = every time defense get offense to hold ball for 0.5 secs or more they spell a letter, 
e.g. HORSE. Each time is one letter.


For defense do the same opposite. E.g. each time they don’t use a verbal (e.g. ball or support) 
they get a letter. 


Pre-Practice = play HORSE with different situations (e.g. passing, finishing). 


Warm-Up = games approach. Fun, connections get people energised. Then movement prep.


Competes - 1 on 1 pyramid, work on skills with defender present.
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Concept 1 - Explore, Exploit, Execute = 1st problem of the day. Then shooting with time and 
score.


IPP = Explore, Exploit, Execute. Two IPP’s in a practice.


Stamp out B.A.H.D behaviour:


Bullying, abuse, harassment, discrimination


Must be safe to be vulnerable! Willing to make mistakes


Describe it/ demo it. Don’t just talk your demo. 3 points of emphasis, 30 sec to get them going.


Demo based on prior knowledge, e.g. this is like X but slightly different in terms of. Don’t present 
as brand new if it’s not.


Common language and terminology which creates pictures.


Where to position players on your demo: sideline, baseline where you can see them and not talk 
to their back.


Cue It 

Over the front centre of rim vs lift your shoulder


Has to be a description of what you want the ball to do. External focus vs internal.


Don’t freeze with internal cues as they do the movement. Can do before if you have to. 


Create vivid image.


Googly eyes = stick on back of player and say these eyes must face basket. External cue.


Don’t ever lose imaginative fun with your coaching!


Analogies = similar or familiar. Don’t do old things, e.g. telephone booth.


Tim Gallway - “If you’re playing tennis against someone better than you and want to be sneaky to 
hurt their performance just ask them - your serve is amazing, how are you doing this?!” Get them 

talking internally to screw them up.


Description & Language 

“We have to play better offense”

“I want you to clean up our offense”


What does this mean?! Is it specific? Vs on the Shakes PNR lets look to reject to start dominoes!


Mouse in the House vs Yertle the Turtle. Can you use these cues to fix things on the fly? Dead-
balls or call-overs. In stoppages.


If you can’t fix things until you get to practice, means you don’t have good enough cues. Use 
cues to avert attention to the relevant thing.
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Time-Outs 

What are you cuing in a timeout? Is it:


Execute - PVAD

Composure - connection and conscious


Trust - shared experience, someone not trusting team and hunting shots


Don’t have to solve all problems with drawing something up.


Avoid/ Prevent/ Punish. What will you talk about in time-out?


Enhance or Reduce Focus 

Speed bump analogy on road is like cuing.


If you give it too early the cue has no impact. If it’s too late the players get the feedback after the 
moment of decision. As it happens, it distracts them. Have to find moment to give cue which is on 

time.


Loading 

Constraints:


Environment (physical). Example in Belgium where in practice they played loudest music at most 
annoying moment of practice when the coach was about to talk. Led to hand signals, call-overs, 

quick huddles etc. Also where do you catch from? Coaches box vs roaming everywhere.
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Feedback 

Positive, direct (what I heard or feel), positive.


Keep and add (keep the dribble, add a jump stop next time).


Action - give them a chance to apply the feedback and re-do it. Let’s re-do from where we’ve just 
had that happen.


Feedback = what do you think about that? Are you cool if I give you something too?


H.E.A.D.S. Hold to high standard but with assurances, direct and supporting.


Support = Remind, Encourage, Praise/ Affirmation, Breakdown, Conversation


Help them with a language. E.g. compare and contrast your last two shots. Was it a back rim or a 
swish?


Rating - rate 1 - 10 of how good our leadership voices are


A-B-C’s - Agree, Build, Challenge


Spotlight - spotlight people who did something well, spotlight each other. Be very specific and 
why that was important.


What’s something we can continue doing/ stop doing etc?
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You, We, Me


Players are responsible for themselves. You must lead yourselves.


If you don’t lead yourselves, other players will hold you accountable.


If you can’t do that, coach will step in. Get upset if don’t hold each other accountable. Why are 
you letting your teammate getting away with this and not calling ball?



